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material creep behaviour with long time, an appropriate detailed 3D FE model shall be necessary. 
Contrary to a detailed 3D FE model of those seals, it is more suitable to use a ‘global gasket element 
model’ to study the performance of metal seals in an entire cask FE model under the influence of 
environment conditions such as temperature conditions from the decay heat and surroundings as well as 
mechanical influences such as from accident conditions. Whereat, a ‘global gasket element model’ 
considers all three components of metal gaskets as one object. Because of simplifications of global gasket 
element models local strain and stress states in those metal seals cannot be analysed, but rather global 
values at contact areas between gasket model and cask as well as lid or flange can be determined. All 
measured data, for example, load/unload-deformation, thermal effect, creep, dynamic reaction, damping, 
damage, contact area, shear effect, can be used to define a global gasket element model without 
consideration of “why it is so”. In this work, we consider the global gasket element model and its 
application in the analysis of a transport and storage cask for radioactive material under interim storage 
conditions.  

 
Figure 2 a) shows measured data of seal force-compression performances of different specimens, with 
specific seal force )/( SdFY   , F the pressure force of lid system and Sd  the overall diameter of a metal 

seal. Each seal characteristic curve is somewhat different due to design and manufacture tolerances, see 
different colours in Figure 2 a). The marked points in Figure 2 a) illustrate seal specific conditions, 
whereat point 2 represents the working point with 22 ,Ye . 
 

a)  b) 
 

Figure 2. schematically presentation of a) measured seal force-compression curves of an O-form metal 
seal with different specimens and b) restoring seal forces over time for different temperatures under 

constant compression conditions. 
 

The seal force decreases during time and with increasing temperature on a lower level to RY2 under 

constant deformation of 2e . Also, the remaining elastic displacement ur decreases, see Figure 2 a) dashed 

line. The time and temperature dependent decline of 2Y to RY2 for different test temperatures at selected 
points in time is diagrammed in Figure 2 b). With higher temperature, the decreasing of seal force with 
time is accelerated. All of those effects must be considered for the modelling of metal seals. 
 
CALIBRATION OF SEAL BEHAVIOR WITH STATIC LOAD 
 
The characteristic force-deformation curves of seals under investigation are used to calibrate the specific 
gasket element. For the FE simulation, the program ABAQUS was used. ABAQUS offers different 
special gasket elements to model sealing behaviour between two components, see ABAQUS (2014). For 
the calibration of a gasket element under static load without the influence of time, the definition was 
divided into two parts: load curve and unload (reload) curve. The measured ‘standardised’ load/unload 
curve, see for example black coloured curve in Figure 2 a), was used to define the static behaviour. Shear 
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behaviour in radial direction was ignored and the influence of temperature was even not considered. The 
FE calculation with this load was performed quasi-static with displacement controlled load history.  
 
The cross sections of the modelled HELICOFLEX® type of metal seals are shown in Figures 3 a) and 3 
b). The helical spring is made of a special nickel alloy (Nimonic® 90) with wire diameter of 1.1 mm or 1.2 
mm depending on the outer liner material. The inner liner made of stainless steel has a thickness of 
0.3 mm for Al-seals or 0.5 mm for Ag-seals. The outer jacket made of aluminium is 0.5 mm thick or 
0.3 mm for silver outer jackets. As discussed above, force-compression curves of individual metal seal 
differ to some extent. As mentioned above, to define the force-compression behaviour, a mean force-
compression curve must be derived with statistically confirmed characteristic working point  22 ,Ye , see 
Figure 2 a) and Figure 4. 
 

 
a)  b) c) 

 
Figure 3. Cross sections of the HELICOFLEX® type of metal gaskets according to Garlock (2001) with a) 

aluminium or b) silver outer jacket and c) corresponding global gasket element. 
 
The investigated seal type was defined as an axial symmetric block with a height in thickness direction 
equal to the outer diameter and the cross section was simplified to a rectangle, see Figure 3 c). Typical 
static load/unload/reload curves for investigated Al- and Ag-seals are represented in Figure 4, see Völzke, 
H., et al.  (2013), Probst, U., et al. (2014) and Nagelschmidt, S., et al. (2014). 
 

a) b)
 

Figure 4. Static force-compression curves of a) Al-seal and b) Ag-seal. 
 
The above described gasket element model is adjusted using the determined static load/unload/reload 
curves. Therefore, the seal compression e is additive composed into an elastic compression ee and a 

plastic compression pe in the form 
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 pe eee   (1) 

 
where the elastic compression can be written as 
 

 
0C

Y
ee   (2) 

 
with seal force Y and elastic stiffness 0C of observed metal seals. The values of 0C are determined from 
unload/reload curves, see Figure 4 and Table 1. The power-law approach in the form 
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1

C
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Y
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  (3) 

 
is used for the plastic part of compression in the calculation model. Thus, Equation 1 can be rewritten 
with Equations 2 and 3 for the (initial) elastic-plastic seal force compression curve in the form 
 

 
2
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C
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Y

C

Y
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 . (4) 

 
The values of 1C and 2C are parameters adjusted to initial load curves in the range from fifty percent seal 
compression to the working point, see Figure 4 and Table 1. Unload and reload until the elastic range is 
described by Equation 2 and compression above the elastic range is described by Equation 4, see Figures 
4 a) for Al-seals and 4 b) for Ag-seals.  
 

Table 1: used parameters for the static seal model 
 

Seal type Al-seal Ag-seal 

0C in N/mm² 1350 2050 

1C in N/mm² 405 535 

2C  12.5 10.0 

 
Differences between the used model from Equation 4 and measurements in the range from origin to 
0.5 mm compression are negligibly especially because of manufacture tolerances among metal seals and 
their irresistible plastic load behaviour after the first compression (assembling). Whereas, a good 
adjustment of the calculation model in the region above 0.5 mm for load processes as well as for elastic 
unload/reload process is essentially.  
 
CALIBRATION OF TIME AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SEAL BEHAVIOUR 
 
In the following, the time and temperature dependent seal behaviour is briefly discussed under assembling 
conditions with constant deformation of metal seal in a flange system. Under those conditions, BAM 
investigates metal seals of the abovementioned type with five different constant temperatures in specific 
developed flange system, see Völzke, H., et al. (2013), Probst, U., et al. (2014) and Nagelschmidt, S., et 
al. (2014). Results of these investigations are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, there is a change of the 
restoring seal force RY2 with time and under the influence of temperature. Because contact surfaces 
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maintain a constant distance, the decrease of RY2  is equal to a relaxation effect for the global gasket 
element model. But, with a view to local effects of the three seal components, this decrease is conditioned 
by thermo-viscoplastic deformation of the ductile outer jacket made of aluminium or silver, which is 
related to the restored elastic strain energy of the helical spring. 
 

a) b) 
 

Figure 5. Restoring seal forces of metal seals from type HELICOFLEX® with a) Al-seal and b) Ag-seal 
for five different constant test temperatures. 

 
To describe the decrease of the restoring seal force, BAM developed a calculation model using the time-
temperature-superposition (TTS) principle as described in following equation, see the work of Qiao, L., et 
al. (2016): 
 

    m
SErefR YYExpYY  1

2,22 )(/ln/   (5) 

 
In Equation 5, m is a mean value for all of the five different constant test temperatures. The normalised 
time is defined with reftt / , where reft is the reference time, defined as 1 year. The time-temperature 

shift factor is termed as )( S which will be described in Equation 6. Equation 5 satisfies the conditions 

202 YY R  as well as 02 RY . The latter is conservative due to the fact that seal force values will be 

never small as zero during operating time. Based on this, the used parameters for investigated seals are 
given in the following table, Table 2. 
 

Table 2: determined parameters of the mean enhanced power-law model 
 

Seal type Al-seal Ag-seal 
m  0.826 0.846 

2Y in N/mm 386.0 494.0 

ErefY , in N/mm 308.2 424.1 

 
With the application of the TTS principle different shift factors were calculated due to different test 
temperatures. The relationship between the shift factor as well as the normalized reciprocal absolute 
temperature can be described with a modified Arrhenius equation, see Nakamura, K., Takayanagi, T. and 
Sato S. (1989) and Qiao, L., et al. (2017), in the form: 
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 )])()1(([)( /1/1 nn

c
nnn

cS BExp     (6) 
 
Where TTref /  is the normalized reciprocal absolute temperature. The reference absolute temperature 

is defined as )15.27320(  CTref in Kelvin. Parameters B , n  and c for Al-seals and Ag-seals are 

given in the next table, Table 3. 
 

Table 3: determined parameters for the calculation of )(S  
 

Seal type Al-seal Ag-seal 
B  54 52 
n  70 57 

c  0.848 0.885 

 
Subsequently, Equations 5 and 6 can be used to estimate the restoring seal force behaviour during time for 
arbitrary temperatures in the given test temperature range (20 °C to 150 °C). Furthermore, this calculation 
model was applied to the defined gasket-element. For the consideration of constant or changed seal 
temperatures, an appropriate function of the determined gasket behaviour from Equations 5 and 6 was 
implemented in ABAQUS for the gasket element as a function of time and temperature. 
 
SIMULATION OF A LID SYSTEM WITH SEAL FROM ASSEMBLY TO STEADY-STATE AS 
WELL AS UP TO 40 YEARS UNDER CONSTANT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
 
With the aforementioned determined and calibrated gasket element model, the mechanical seal behaviour 
depending on temperature and time can be investigated in an entire cask model, see Figure 6 a). Where, 
the defined gasket element was implemented in the lid system of this cask model, see Figures 6 b) and c), 
which was prior used for FE analyses regarding accident conditions from an airplane crash with 
subsequent fires or debris loads, see the work of Droste, B., et al. (2002) and Wieser, G., et al. (2004). 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

a) entire cask model b) closure lid system c) implemented gasket element 
 
Figure 6. a) FE model of a transport and storage cask and b) detailed lid system with c) assembled gasket 

element in notch of the primary lid. 
 
Figure 6 a) shows an entire cask model which includes cask body with moderator zone, basket (as inner 
heat source), primary lid, moderator plate, secondary lid, protective cover plate and bolting of the lid 
system. A more detailed extract of the lid system is shown in Figure 6 b). The chosen discretization 
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ensures the necessary exactitude of displacement calculations of seal position with different bolt pre-
tension force and different thermal-mechanic loads. The implemented gasket element in notch of the 
primary lid is shown in Figure 6 c). The contact condition between cask body and lid surface was defined 
as “small sliding” contact with friction. The width of gasket element was chosen equal to the measured 
mean contact width of a seal loaded to the specific working point. 
 
The gross weight of those casks is approximately 125 Mg. The complete FE model has about 5000 
elements and 5400 nodes. It was built up with 2D axial symmetric solid elements of ABAQUS type 
DCAX4 with linear interpolation for fire load simulation and CAX4R with linear interpolation and 
reduced integration for the static and dynamic load simulation. All free surfaces (between cask body and 
basket, cask body and primary/secondary lid, cask body and protective cover as well as between bolt head 
and primary/secondary lid) were defined by using ABAQUS option "general contact" with friction. Very 
complex thermal boundary conditions were given in a prior work, see Wieser, G., et al. (2004). 
 

a) b) 
 

Figure 7. Example of a) seal compression and b) seal force depending on simulation steps with constant 
ambient temperature and constant released heat. 

 
Three main simulation steps were carried out: 1) initial assembling of lid system, 2) increasing in 
temperature up to steady-state conditions due to the related heat emission and 3) constant or decreasing in 
temperature during storage period up to 40 years. These steps are shown in Figure 7 with constant 
ambient temperature and constant released heat emission. In the first step, the lid-system of the cask was 
assembled with pre-tension of bolts under ambient temperature. The studied metal gasket of the primary 
lid was loaded to the specific working point. In a second step, the cask temperature rises to the steady-
state condition in approximately 10 to 20 days due to the decay heat of radioactive waste loaded in casks. 
For the second step, the change of seal force of metal seals should be considered due to the ‘high 
relaxation-rate’ in short time. In this step, the temperature of seals rises from the assembling temperature 
to steady-state temperature conditions. Because of thermal-expansion of the entire lid-system, the 
compression of seal is mildly reduced but insignificant small, see step 2 in Figure 7 a). Due to this very 
small compression change, the seal force is unloaded along its elastic unloading line with C0 and at the 
same time reduced due to ‘relaxation’ with time and temperature, see step 2 in Figure 7 b). Following the 
steady-state, in a third step the metal seal behavior can be determined during storage conditions up to 40 
years considering constant or changed temperature conditions due to constant or changed decay heat. 
 
In step 2, the change of seal temperature with time up to the steady-state is presented in Figure 8 a) with 
two different states (I means free-standing or isolated cask and II means collective standing casks) 
without presentation of corresponding absolute value of maximal temperatures due to the fact that those 
values are very sensible to ambient temperature, special structure of casks, loaded spent nuclear fuel, heat 
exchanging conditions of cask surface and storage positions in the building. Furthermore, the given paper 
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aims to describe a conceptual approach. Calculation of temperature distribution of casks and 
corresponding absolute values of temperature are not the focus of this work. Presented examples are only 
used to describe “How to calculate the restoring seal force with different seal temperatures of an 
assembled metal seal in a real cask”. Corresponding seal force relaxation rate from assembling to steady-
state conditions is shown in Figure 8 b). 
 

a) b) 
 

Figure 8. Example of a) seal temperatures and b) restoring seal forces up to steady-state condition under 
constant ambient temperature but two different states (I and II). 

 
In step 3, long-term creep and relaxation effects of metal seals must be considered during the interim 
storage period. In principle, the inner heat from spent nuclear fuel shall reduce with time depending on 
the radioactive inventory. It can be approximately defined with exponential decay law as 
 

 
 )/(

0
0)()( tteQQQtQ 

  . (7) 
 

Whereat, 0Q  is the inner heat at the beginning of storage, Q  is the residual heat, 0t  is used to normalize 

the time,   and  are the decay constants of the stored spent fuel material. A typical change of heat 
emission and its influence of seal temperature are shown in Figure 9.  
 

 
a) b) 

 
Figure 9. Example of a) heat emission state and b) seal temperature of a stored cask up to 40 years. 
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The points in Figure 9 a) are values from sophisticated calculations of a spent fuel material. The black 
line diagrams a fitting curve from Equation 7. If the heat emission is constant, then the seal temperature is 
constant, too. For changed heat emission, the seal temperature will reduce with time, see Figure 9 b).  
 

a) b) 
 
Figure 10. Estimated seal force behaviour of a) Al-seals or b) Ag-seals from FE calculation of a transport 
and storage cask in time up to 40 years with constant or changed heat emission under constant ambient 

temperature but two different states (I and II). 
 

Results of relaxation simulations from step 3 with constant and changed heat emission under constant 
ambient temperature are shown in Figure 10. For the exemplarily chosen typically and realistic inventory 
as well as boundary conditions, even until 40 years, the restoring seal force is above 50 % of the initial 
seal force. But, investigations about the same sealing type with constant test temperature of 150 °C show, 
that the restoring seal force decreases notably less than 50 % of the initial seal force within one year. In 
principle, the decreasing of seal force is mainly effected by temperature. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Based upon experimental results, a global gasket element model was calibrated, verified and used for the 
evaluation of metal seal behaviour of a transport and storage cask under interim storage conditions up to 
40 years in a storage facility, in Germany. The global behaviour of metal seals in lid-systems of transport 
and storage casks under storage conditions was studied using a FE model with a specific gasket element 
type. Geometrical conditions of a lid system and corresponding thermal expansion, as well as the 
influence of time and temperature related to metal seals assembled in casks can be estimated. With the 
knowledge of temperature dependency, the developed calculation model for the seal force behaviour is 
suitable to evaluate time-temperature dependant restoring seal force values under real storage conditions.  
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